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An unexpected connection between a certain class of exponential approximation 
operators and polynomial sequences of binomial type was discovered by Ismail (J. 
Approx. Thcar.v (3) 23 (1978). 117-186). In this paper we present a multivariate 
analogue of shift invariant operators connected with ShetTer type polynomials. 
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I, INTRODUCTION 
In [l] lsmail presented an explicit bijection between a subclass of 
exponential operators and sequences of polynomials of binomial type. Rota 
[2] showed a connection between shift invariant operator (or delta 
operator) with Sheffer type set. This led the authors to search for a 
definition of multivariate operators which have connection with a general 
type of Sheffer sets. Shift invariant operators corresponding to a delta 
operator can be used in giving an explicit formula for the delta operator 
and also a relation between Sheffer sets and basic sequence. 
2. DEFINITION AND CONVENTIONS 
We make the following conventions. We denote k-dimensional vectors 
by a subscript (*). We let x* + y* and x* denote usual vector addition and 
scalar multiplication. The vectors n* = (n ,,..., nk) and r* = (r ,,..., rk) will 
always denote vectors of non-negative integers. For n* > r*, 
where 
n, 
0 
n,! 
= for all i. 
r, r,! (n, -r,)! 
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We define x*“* = x;‘x;2.. . x;‘, 
n*!=n I... I . nk ! 
xk 
-, -,..., - 
Yk 
and 
x*+y*= Ix, + Yl, x2 + YZY-, xk + yk) 
x* = y* *x, = y,, x2 = y2 ,..., xk = y,. 
When x* = C (constant), 
.r, = c, x2 = c ,..., xk = c. 
3. DELTA OPERATOR 
If Q* is a delta operator then it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) Q*a = 0 for every constant a. 
(ii) If p(x*) is a polynomial of multi-indexed n,, n2,..., nk then 
Q*p(x*) is a polynomial of index n, - 1, n,- l,..., nk - 1. 
4. BASIC POLYNOMIALS 
Let Q* be a delta operator. A polynomial sequence p,.(x*) is called the 
sequence of basic polynomials for Q* if 
(i) PAX*) = 1, 
(ii) p,.(O*) = 0, 
(iii) Q*p,,.(x*) = n, ,.,., nk pm* ,(x*), 
where P,.(x*) = P~,.....~~(x~ ,..., xk). 
5. THEOREM 
(a) If p,.(x*) is a basic sequence for some delta operator Q* then it is 
a sequence of polynomials of binomial type. 
(b) If p,.(x*) is a sequence of polynomials of binomial type then it is a 
basic sequence for some delta operator. 
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Proof (a) From the iteration property of basic polynomials (Sect. 4) 
we see that 
Q*‘*P&*) = (n I L, . . (nk I,, Pn= ,4x* 1, 
where (n,), =n,(n, - l)...(n, -r, + I), and hence for n*=r* 
[Q*q7,.(x*)],.=,, =f?, !...n,! =n*!, 
while for r* <n* 
CQ*“pn4x*)l.r. =o = 0. 
Thus, we may trivially express p,.(x*) in the form 
Pn*(x*)= c pr*(x*) [Q*‘*p,.(x*)],. =O. 
. . ..r.!...r,! 
Since any polynomial p(x*) is a linear combination of basic polynomials 
p,.(x*), this expression also holds for all polynomials p(x*), that is, 
Ax*)= 2 
r* 20 
q [Q*“p(x*)],+,. 
Now, suppose p(x*) is the polynomial pn.(x* + v*) for fixed y*, then 
P”*(x* + v*) = c ‘+ [Q*‘*p,.(x* + y*)],.=,. 
r.20 . 
But 
[Q*‘*p,.(x* + y*)].v.=o = [Q*“E*“‘p,.(x*)].~.=, 
= [E*J’*Q*‘*pn.(~*)]r.so 
= [E*“(n,)r, ... (~k)r~CPno-r~(x*)lX~=~ 
= (n,)rr *.. (k ),k Pn* - PLY* )9 
and so 
pn+* + y*) = c 
r*>o ( ) 
:: PAX*) Al*-r*(P). 
That is, the sequence p,.(x*) is of binomial type. Here 
E* = [E, E.. * k factors]. 
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(b) Suppose now p,.(x*) is a sequence of binomial type. Setting 
y* = 0 in the binomial identity, we obtain 
PAX*)= c (;J PAX*) Pn*- ,*(o*) 
r* 20 
=pn.(x*)po.(O*)+n,~~~n,p,.~,(x*)p,.(O*)+ . . . . 
Since each p,.(x*) is exactly of degree i*, it follows that p,.(O*) = 1 (and 
hence, po.(.y*) = 1) and p,.(O*) = 0 for all other O*. Thus properties (i) and 
(ii) of basic sequence are satisfied. 
We next define a delta operator for which such a sequence p,.(x*) is the 
sequence of basic polynomials. Let Q* be the operator defined by the 
property that 
Q*p,.(x*) = 0 
and 
Q*P,,~x*) = n, ...nkpn*-,(X*) for n*>,l. 
Clearly Q*(x ,,..., x,)must be a non-zero constant. Hence all that remains 
to be shown is that Q* is shift invariant. 
We may trivially write the property of being of binomial type in the form 
Pn*b* +Y*) = c ‘+ Q*'*p,,.(y*), 
,020 . 
and, repeating the device used in (a), this may be extended to all 
polynomials: 
P(x*+Y*)= c ‘+ Q*“p(y*). 
r.20 . 
Now replace p by Q*P and interchange x* and y* on the right, an 
operation which leaves the left side invariant, to get 
PAY*) 
(Q*p)(x* + y*) = 1 r*l Q*r* +‘p(x*). 
r.20 . 
But 
(Q*p)(x* + y*) = E*Y’(Q*~)(~*) 
= E*‘*Q*p(x*) 
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and 
PAJ*) 1 ~ Q*“’ ‘p(.y*) = Q* 
r* 20 r*! 
Q*“P(x* 1) 
= Q*(p(x* + .I,*)) 
= Q*E* “‘p(x*). Q.E.D. 
6. FIRST EXPANSION THEOREM 
Let T* be a shift invariant operator and let Q* be a delta operator with 
basic set p,.(x*). 
Then 
with a,. = C~*P,*(x*)l,*-, 
Proof: Since the polynomials p,.(x*) are of binomial type (Theorem 4), 
we may write the binomial formula as in the preceding proof: 
p,+* + y*) = c + Q*r*p,.(y* ). 
r.20 * 
Apply T* to both sides (regarding x* as the variable and y* as the 
parameter) and get 
T*p,,.(x* + y*) = c T*$x*) Q*r*p,.(y*). 
r* $0 
Once more, by linearity, this expression can be extended to all polynomials 
p. After doing this and setting x* equal to zero, we can replace y* by x* 
and get 
T*p(x*)= c C~*Pr*(Y*)lv*=o Q*“p(x*) 
r*! 
Q.E.D. 
r.20 
Let Q* be a delta operator and let F be the ring of formal power series in 
the variable r* over the same field. Then there exists an isomorphism from 
F onto the ring 1 of shift invariant operators which carries 
into c 
a,. Q*‘* 
P2.0 r+!’ 
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Proof. The map is clearly linear and, by the first expansion theorem, it 
is onto. Therefore, all we have to verify is that the map preserves products. 
Let P be the shift invariant operator corresponding to the formal power 
series f( t*) and let S* be the shift invariant operator corresponding to 
g(t*) = c s E*“. 
r*>o . 
We must verify that 
CT*S*p,.(x*)l,.=o = 1 (;I) Q*‘*P~ ,., 
1’50 
where p,.(x*) are the basic polynomials of Q*. Now 
But p,.(O*) = 0 for n* > 0 and po.(x*) = 1. The only non-zero terms of the 
double sum occur, when n* = m* - r*. Thus, 
COROLLARY. Let Q* be a delta operator with basic polynomial p,,.(x*), 
and ler q(D*) = Q*. If q .-‘(t*) is the inverse formal power series then 
c p,.(x*) U*n* n*! = exp(x*) q-‘(u*). n’>O 
Proof Expand Eea l in terms of Q* by the first expansion theorem. The 
COefflCientS an. are ~,,.(a*). Hence 
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Now from the isomorphism theorem with D* as the delta operator, we get 
c P,,*(u*) 
,,* 2 0 
n*! (9(f*))“’ = (62” 1”’ “. (e’k)“” 
= ‘,Ul11 + UkI‘ 
whence the conclusion, upon setting U* = q(r*) and a* = x*. Q.E.D. 
8. PINCHERLE DERIVATIVE 
In this section we introduce the operators which are not shift invariant. 
The simplest is multiplication by x,, x2,..., xk, that is, replacing each 
occurance of x7’ . . . XT by x7’ + ‘, x;2 + ’ ,..., x;l + ‘, n* 2 0. We obtain a new 
polynomial x, ... xk p(x*). Call this the multiplication operator and we 
denote it by x*. Thus 
x*!p(x*) + (x, . ..Xk) p(x*). 
For any operator T* defined on P, the operator 
T*‘=T*,-$-X*T* 
will be called the Pincherle derivative of the operator T*. 
9. THEOREM 
If T* is a shift invariant operator, then its Pincherle derivative 
T*‘= T*X*-X*T* 
is also a shift invariant operator. 
Proof As a special case of the lirst expansion theorem, it follows that 
any shift invariant operator T* can be expressed in terms of D*, that is, 
where u,. = [ T*x*‘*] v. = o. 
Further, by the isomorphism theorem (Sect. 7), the formal power series 
corresponding to T* is 
,;o~f*"=fo*~. 
We callJ(r*) the indicator of T*. 
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COROLLARY 1. If Tc has indicator f (t* ) then its Pincherle derivative T*’ 
hasf’(t*) as its indicator. 
COROLLARY 2. (PS*)'=P'S*+PS*f 
10. SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS 
A polynomial sequence s,.(x*) is called a Sheffer set of a set of Sheffer 
polynomials for the delta operator Q* if 
(i) s”*(x*) = c #O 
(ii) Q*S,,.(x*)=n,...n,S,,. .,(x*). 
II. THEOREM 
Let Q* be a delta operator with basic polynomial set qJx*). Then 
s,,.(x*) is a Sheffer set relative to Q* if and only if there exists an invertible 
shift invariant operator S* such that 
s,.(x*) = (s*) ’ q”.(x*). 
Proof. Suppose first that s,.(x*) = (S) ’ q,,.(x*), where S* is an inver- 
tible shift invariant operator then 
(S*) -IQ* = Q*(S*)-’ 
and 
Q*s,.(x*) = Q*(S*)-’ q,,.(x*) 
= (S*)-’ Q*q,,.(x*) 
= (S*) ’ n, “‘n,q,. .,(x*) 
=nl . ..n.(S*) --I qn*- ,(x*) 
=n,.~.n,s,.-,(x*). 
Further, since (S*)- ’ is invertible, (S*)- ’ I = % # 0 by the isomorphism 
theorem, so that 
&).(X*)=(S*)-‘q&X*)=(S*)-‘1 =V. 
Thus, sn.(x*) is a Sheffer set. 
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Conversely, if s,,(x*) is a Sheffer set for the delta operator Q*, define S* 
by setting 
s*: .qp(x*) + $p(x*), 
and extending s* by linearity, so that it is well defined on all polynomials. 
Since the polynomials s,,. both are of degree n*, and s,,.(x*) # 0, S* is 
invertible. It remains to show that S* is shift invariant. To this end, note 
that S* commutes with Q*. Indeed 
S*Q*s,.(x*)=n, -vzkS*sn. ,(x*) 
=n, “‘nkq,o ,(x*) 
= Q*yJx*) = Q*S*,+(x*), 
and again by the linear argument we infer that Q*S* = S*Q*, whence 
S*Q en’ = QW*S*, 
Finally, from the first expansion theorem 
E*” = ,,zo !$ Q*? 
(I,* = [E*‘*q”*(X* ,I r* -0, 
whence E*‘*S* = S*E*‘* for all I*; we conclude that S* is shift invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
12. SECOND EXPANSION THEOREM 
Let Q* be a delta operator with basic polynomials q,,.(x*), let S* be an 
invertible shift invariant operator with Sheffer set s,.(x*). If T* is any shift 
invariant operator and p(P) is any polynomial then the following identity 
holds for all values of the parameter y*: 
T*p(x* + y*) = 2 Q*“‘S*T*/,+*). 
n-20 
*‘“$*’ 
ProoJ By the first expansion theorem, we have 
E*Y’ = a,,* Q*n* c- 
n* 2 0 n*! 
with 
a,. = [~!Z*-)‘*q~*(x*)].~. z. 
= Cqn*b* + y* )I,* = 0 
= qndY* h 
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that is, 
E*Y’ = 
Applying this to p(x*), 
E*y’p(x*) = p(x* + y*) = c 
PI’20 
%!d$ Q*“*p(x*). 
We may interchange the variables x* and y* in the sum without affecting 
the left side: 
P(x*+Y*)= c 
qn*(x*) 
n*l Q*“‘P(Y*). 
n.20 . 
Applying (S*) -I, regarding x* as the variable and y* as a parameter, this 
becomes 
(s*)-’ p(x* + y*)= c 
n-20 
(s*) :yx* Q*“*p(y*) 
= n;o$ Q*“‘P(Y*) 
for all y*. Again interchanging the variables x* and y*, 
(s*)- I p(x* + y*) = c s”‘(L’*~nq*=y*~(x*) 
PI*20 
Now again regarding y* as a constant and x* as a variable, and applying 
S* followed by T*, 
T*p(x* + y*) = 1 
n.20 
ki$ Q*n’S*T*p(X*). 
COROLLARY 1. If s,,.(x*) is a Sheffeer set relative to the invertible shifr 
invariant operator S* and the delta operator Q*, then 
(s*)-‘= c “$,*’ Q*,l’. 
“030 * 
Proof: In the preceding theorem, set y* = 0 and T* = (S*) -I. This gives 
(s*)-’ p(x’)= 1 Q*“‘p(x*), “$,*’ 
n*ao . 
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for any polynomial p(.u*), which by definition is the same as saying that 
(s*) I = 1 “n;*y*‘Q*“’ 
n*>o . 
which finishes the proof. 
13. BINOMIAL THEOREM 
Let Q* be a delta operator with basic polynomials qJx*), and let 
s,.(x*) be a Sheffer set relative to Q* and to some invertible shift invariant 
operator S*. Then the following identity holds: 
s,.(x* + y*) = c 
n* 
r*>o ( ) 
r* SAX*) qn*-,*(Y*). 
Proof: Since q,.(x*) is of binomial type we have by definition 
x() 
;: qn4x* 1 qn* ,*(y*) = qn4x* + y*). 
r* 80 
Apply (S*).- ’ to both sides where, of course, x* is the variable to obtain 
x() 
;: SAX*) 9”. ,*(Y*)= (s*) ’ qAx+ Y*) 
r* 20 
=(P) ’ E*-“*q”*(X*) 
= E*-“‘(.s*) ’ 4,.(x*) 
= E* ‘*.+(x*) 
= S,,.(X* + y*) 
which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the polynomials qJx*) and s,.(x*) he defined as in 
Theorem 6. Then 
Proof is immediate from the above theorem upon setting x* =O. 
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14. THEOREM 
Let T be an invertible shift invariant operator, Q* be a delta operator, 
and s,.(x*) be a polynomial sequence. Suppose that 
E*“‘f(x*) = 1 + Q*“‘pf(x*) 
n*>o * 
for all polynomialsf(x*) and all constants a*. Then the set s,,.(x*) is the 
Sheffer set of the operator T* relative to the delta operator Q*. 
ProoJ Operating with (T*) ’ and then with T* after putting variables, 
and writing the previous identity in the form 
whereupon, settingf(x*) = p*(x*), where pi.(x*) is the basic set of Q*, we 
obtain 
p,*(x* + a*) = c 
i* 
n*>n ( ) 
n* T*+(a*) PP. n+* ), 
and setting x* =0, this yields 
~~.(a*) = T*s,.(a*) 
for all a*. 
15. THEOREM 
Let Q* a delta operator and let S* be an invertible shift invariant 
operator, let s(P) and q(r*) be the indicators of S* and Q*, and let 
s-‘(I*) be the formal power series inverse to y(P). Then the generating 
function for the sequence s,.(x*) is given by 
s(q-~(rt))ev(x*~ ‘(t*)= C s”.(x*) f*n* 
PI=>0 ,*I . 
Proof. From the proof of the 1 st expansion theorem 
and 
E*“‘= 4n*(x*) 
c :Q*“’ 
tl*30 n*l 
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Also since x’;~,..., ,Y? is the basic set for the delta operator D*! we have after 
a change of variable 
E*‘*= 
c 
x*n*D*n* 
II* z 0 
,*I ’ 
and conversely the indicator of E*‘* relative to D* is e’;*‘*. By the 
isomorphism theorem we may pass to indicators in the expansions for 
(S*) ’ E*‘*, thereby obtaining 
Now set u* = q(r*) and replace U* by z* to obtain the conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 1. A sequence s,.(x*) is a Sheffer set relative to a basic set 
q,.(x*) if and only if 
sn.(x* + y*) = c 
n* 
( > 
r* MX*) Yn* - ,4v* ). 
ro.0 
16. THEOREM 
Let p,.(x*) be a polynomial sequence with po.(x*)= 1; if p,.(x*) is a 
Sheffer set then for every delta operator A* there exists a sequence of con- 
stants s,. such that 
n* 
A*P&*)= c r* P,*(X*)+ r*, 
( > 
n*20 
r*>o 
Also, if (I) holds for some delta operator A* and some sequence s,., then 
p&.x*) is a Sheffer set. Note that A* need not be the delta operator 
associated with the set p,.(x*). 
ProoJ Assume that there exists a delta operator A* and a sequence of 
numbers s,. so that (I) holds. We want to show that p,.(x*) is a Sheffer set 
associated with some delta operator Q*. Define 
Q*P&*) = nl “- nkp+ 1(x*), n*20, 
Q*P,&*) = 0, n*>O. 
To prove that Q is a delta operator we need only to show that it is shift 
invariant. First note that A*Q*=Q*A*. We have 
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Q*A*p,&*)=Q* 1 (;I) P~.-P(x*)sP 
r.30 
zz (n*-r*) pn*-,* ‘lx*) S,* 
=n, . ..n/(A*p.. 1(x*) 
= A*Q*p,.(x*), 
where we have used the identity 
(n-k)(;) =n (“; 1). 
Thus A*Q*p,.(x*)= Q*A*p,.(x*) for all n*. This implies ,4*Q* = Q*A*, 
whence A *‘*Q* = Q*A *‘* for all positive integers r*, and finally by the first 
expansion theorem Q* is a shift invariant operator. Thus p,.(x*) is a Shef- 
fer set associated with the delta operator Q*. 
To prove the converse, let p,.(x*) be a Sheffer set relative to the delta 
operator Q* with basic set 4,.(x*) and let A* be an arbitrary delta 
operator. By the isomorphism theorem it is easily shown that an invertible 
shift invariant operator R* exists with the property that 
,*=A*,*. 
By the binomial theorem we have 
PAX* + y*)= c (;J PAX*) qn* .,*(Y*). 
r*ao 
Apply Q* = A*R* to both sides, recalling that y* is a parameter, and 
obtain 
(A*R*p,.)(x* + Y*)= c (;I) A*R*p,(x*) qn. ,.(Y*). 
I.20 
Now interchange x* and y* as we may, since the left side is symmetric in 
X* and y*, and then operate with the operator (R*)- ‘. This gives 
A*p,.(x* + y*) = 1 (;;) A*R*p,.(y*)(R*)-’ qn... ,.(y*). 
r*>o 
Again permute x* with y*, with the result that 
A*R*p,.(x*) = r ,,..., r&p,. _ ,(x*). 
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The right side therefore equals 
n* 
c( > r* 
r, . rA pr. ,(X*)(R*) ’ y,,* ,*(.v*). 
,’ 20 
Setting y* = 0 gives 
n* 
A*Pn*(X*)= c r*-, P,* ,(x*)[(R*) ‘qn* ,*(.v*&=” 
r* z 1 i 1 
x(n, -r, + l)...(n, -rk + 1). 
Defining [(R*))’ ~7~. ,(.~*)]~.=~r,...r~ =s,. and s”. =O, find 
A*p,*(x*) = c 
930 
Q.E.D. 
17. CROSS-SEQUENCE 
A cross-sequence of polynomials, written &$1(x*), where z ranges over 
the field and n* the other non-negative integers, is defined by the following 
properties: 
(a) for fixed LX, P,!,:l(x*) is a polynomial sequence; 
(b) for any x and ,rI in the field and any x* and y*, the identity 
p;:+Bl(x*+y*)= 5 
r’=O 
pj:Tx*) Py’,.oJ*) (A) 
holds for all n*. 
18. THFDREM 
A sequence p$l(x*) is a cross-sequence if and only if there exists a group 
P-’ of shift invariant operators and a sequence p,.(x*) is of binomial type 
such that 
p$‘(x*) = P-=p&*). (B) 
(Thus for fixed a a cross-sequence becomes a Sheffer sequence relative to 
the operator P”.) 
Proof: We first show that every sequence defined by the right side of 
(B) is a cross-sequence. From group property 
p-ca+a,=p--up-P 
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Thus apply P-’ to the binomial identtity satisfied by the p,,.(x*), thereby 
obtaining 
F1p”.(X* + y*) = $ 
n* 
( ) 
r* p,l:‘(x*) pn* ,4y* 1. 
I* = 0 
Now permute x* and y*, and then apply P-” to both sides to obtain (A). 
Conversely, we have p,.(x*) = pL?‘(x*) is of binomial type, setting j? = 0 
in (A) and applying Theorem 14, we infer that p$l(x*) is a Sheffer set 
relative to a shift invariant operator which we shall call P’, as in (B). From 
(A) we have 
P..31pn.(X* + y*) = 5 
..,( > 
;: P,.(x*) Pi:!- ,.(y*) 9 
but the right-side equations P- ‘- Ppn.(~* + y*), again by (A). This gives 
p-“p x= p-f-2 
and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. If a sequence PA:‘(x* ) is a cross-sequence then there exists 
delta operator Q* and R”] such that 
pi?’ = c # 0, 
pL?‘(o*) = 0 n*>O 
Q*p$](x*)=n,...n,p$?,(x*), n*Z 1, 
CC) 
R’“‘p;:i(x*) =n, . ..nkpk.-fl(x*). 
ProoJ Let Q* be the delta operator of p”.(x*), and let Rt” = P*Q*, 
then (C) follows from (B). 
19. STEFFENSEN SEQUENCE 
A Steffensen sequence si11 (x*) relative to a cross-sequence pL?](x*) is a 
sequence satisfying the identities 
s$’ I’yx* + y*) = c (;J $‘(x*) p$l,.(y*). 
PTO 
For a Steffensen sequence, the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) There exists a delta operator Q* and a group of shift invariant 
operators P -’ such that 
Q*.s;:‘(x*)=n, . ..n..s;?‘. ,(x*) 
P “.q$‘(X*) = S~l+“J(x*). 
(ii) There exists a cross-sequence p,‘,lJ(x*) and an invertible shift 
invariant operator T such that 
.sLi’(x*) = T ‘p;:J(x*). 
20. EIGEN FUNCTION EXPANSION 
Let s,.(x*) be a Sheffer set relative to the invertible opera:or S and the 
delta operator Q*, let 
w: S,,.(X*) + x*‘j 
be the umbra1 operator sending s,~.(x*) to x*~‘. 
For arbitrarily polynomials f(x*) and g(x*) set 
(f(x*), gb*))= II Sg(x*)l.r.=,. 
We have then the following: 
CD) 
~oposmoN. The bilinear form (f(x* ), g(x*)) defined by (D) on the 
vector space of all polynomials is a positive definite inner product. 
Proof. It sullkes to show that 
(s,.(x*), s,.(x*)) = (s,.(x*), s,.(x*)) = 0 for r*#n* 
Now 
(.P,.(x*), .s,*(x*)) > 0 for all n* and r*. 
(s,.(x*), s,.(x*)) = [Q*‘*S*s,.(x*)],.=, 
= [Q*“p,&*)1,~ co 
=(n,L, (nz),2~~~(nkLkpn~ .40*) 
= (n, I,, W, * * * h),, h,,, . . . hkrk9 
where p,.(x*) are the basic polynomial of Q*. This completes the proof 
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21. APPLICATION 
We study a general multi-indexed polynomial set S;(x*; a, m, c). 
Polynomial S!;)(x*; a, m, c) as a Sheffer Set 
We detke S!,?J(x*; a, m, c) to be the Appell set relative to the invertible 
shift invariant operator 
SL.“.‘ = i 
A*+(1 -a)1 
I 
’ 
c(D*/c)” ’ (1) 
where a, c are non-zero real numbers, m is a non-negative integer, and a is 
any integer (positive, negative, or zero). As usual D is the differential 
operator d/dx and A is the difference operator. Evidently, the delta 
operator for our Appell sequence is 
D’=& 
c?x,dx, ‘..ih, 
and the basic sequence is x:1x’;‘. . . xp. 
Since S;.(x*, a, m, c) is a Sheffer set relative to S, we have (Theorem 11) 
S;.(x*; a, m, c) = (S:,,,,,.)-‘(XT] ...xy) 
(x?’ *.*x2). (2) 
Indeed, 
D*S$(x*;a, m, c)=n,...n,S~...,(x*;a, m, c), (3) 
which immediately gives 
D*p’S;.(x*; a? m,  c)=(n,)p,“‘(nk),, %-,*tx*; a9 my ch (4) 
where (n),=n(n-l)...(n--p+l). 
The binomial identity for the polynomials S$(x*; ~1, m, c) is (from 
Sect. 13) 
S$(x* + y*; a, m, c) 
n* n* 
= 
zd> 
* S;.(x*; a, m, c) y”’ pI . . y? - pk. (5) 
p*=o 
Substitution y = 1 in Eq. (5) yields 
S$(x* + 1, a, m, c) = 5 
n* 
d> 
* S;.(x*; a, m, c). 
p*=o 
(6) 
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Interchanging .Y* and IV* in Eq. (5) and then substituting J* = 0, we get 
. 
s;.(x*; a.m,c)= E 
n* 
P* 0 d> 
* S;.(O*; a, m, c) x?’ 1’1 . . . .u;l pi. (7) 
As S;.(x*; a, m, c) is a Sheffer set, its generating relation is given by 
Theorem 15: 
c 
S”,.(x*; a, m, c) 1,,, 
?I*20 
n,!...nk! ...c 
1 
=s(q-‘(I,)+ ... +q-‘(lk)) 
exp(x,q ‘VI)+ ...xkqm’(tk)L (8) 
where 
c(r/c)” z s(r)= - 
( ) e’ - a 
is the indicator of S,;,,., and y-‘(I,),..., q ‘(I~) are the formal power series 
inverse to q(t, ), (q(tz),..., q(t/,), respectively. Evidently, here q( 1,) = r,, 
where r = 1 ,..., k. So that from Eq. (8) we get the following generating 
relation for S;.(x*; a, m, c): 
Some More Results on S;,(x*; a, m, c) 
From Eq. (9) we have 
Ix’ 
c 
%.(a: - x*; a, m, c) r;l . . . I; 
I... .* .- 0 n,. n,! 
cw.r= , t,/cJrnU 
= (exp CC; I, - a)a (ev($I,(a-x,)) 
cZ( - 1 )““( - x;-; , f r/C)mn 
= ( -a)“(exp( - xf=, I,) -a I)’ exp c-i, x4 
= ( -‘)m’2 ‘) Cc  S$ (x*; l/a, m, c) 
(-t,)“‘...( -Ik)Q 
aa II*=0 n,!...n,! ’ 
Finally we get 
%.(a -x*; u, 112, c) = 
(-l)m(z l)+nl+ +a, 
a” 
S$(X*; l/u, m, c). (10) 
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Applying operator [d* + (1 - a)11 on Eq. (2), we get 
(A* + (1 - a)Z) S$(x*; a, m, c) 
=$(n,,,... (nk)mS:;.'m(x*; a, m, c) 
cc ("1 lyn,),... (nk)mSEe-'m(~*; 4 m, c) (11) 
Replacing t,“.t, and a by 21,... 2r, and u2 respectively in Eq. (9) we get 
“To S$(x*; u2, m, c) (2fi:: 1:: xy)“’ 
2”‘(x;=, t,/cy c’(~f= * t,/cp - “z 
= (exp Et=, I, -u)’ (exp If=, 1, + a)” exp (j, 2-w) 
2 ma =- c= (If= I t,/cy c=(~;=, r,/cym ‘)n 
c’ (exp 1: 1, -a)= (exp 1: 2, + a)” exp (i, 2-w) 
Finally, 
x s/$(2X*; -a, m- 1, c). (12) 
S$(x*; a, m, c) us a Cross-Sequence 
It is easily seen that R -’ = (c(D*/~)~)‘/[d* -t- (1 - a)I]” from a group of 
shift invariant operators and for the sequence qn.(x*) = x?’ ... xp, the 
relation 
S;.(x*; a, m, c) = R “x;’ . . . x; (13) 
holds and hence S,$l(x*; a, m, c) is a cross-sequence (in the terminology of 
Rota) from Theorem 17. Evidently, 
S$l(x*; a, m, c) = S$‘(x*; a, m, c). (14) 
Since S$l(x*; a, m, c) is a cross-sequence, the identity 
S$+81(x*+y*;u,m,c)= f 
n* 
( > p’=” P 
* S$l(x*; a, m, c) 
x sy p.(y*; a, m, c) (15) 
4@%!118’2-II 
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holds for all r and j3 and for all x* and y*. Putting /I = - ,z in Eq. ( 15), we 
get 
. 
(x, + y,p...tx, + ykYk= i 
d) 
“1 s$‘(x*; a, nt, c) 
/I* - 0 
x q. ‘j.( y*; a, m, c). (16) 
Fory*=O 
X;’ ...x;L= 5 
6) 
“1 S$l(x*; a, m,  c).S$ !j.(O; a, m, c). (17) 
p*=o 
A Recurrence Relation for S;.(x*; a, m, c) 
In this section we derive a recurrence relation for $(x*; a, m, c) using 
the Pincherle derivative defined on the algebra of all shift invariant 
operators. From Theorem 8, the Pincherle derivative of an operator 7’* is 
defined as T*’ = T*X- X*T*, where A’* is the multiplication operator 
defined on I by 
x*: /.$x*)-+x, .‘.xkp(x*). 
We begin with 
-x* 
( 
c(D*/c)” = 
‘4*+(1 -a)1 Iii 
Ax*) 
with substitution f(x*) = x;l. . . xzk -. ’ and finally we arrive at 
(1-s) s~.(x*;a,m,c)+{a-(x,~-Xk)}S:.~,(X*;a,m,c) 
+E ( 
(n* - l)! 
Cm (n*+m-l)!S~~~~-,(x*;~,m,~)=O. 
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